We report on-going work on automatic annotation of head and hand gestures in videos of conversational interaction. The Anvil annotation tool was extended by two plugins for automatic face and hand tracking. The results of automatic annotation are compared with the human annotations on the same data.
Introduction
Hand and head movements are important in human communication as they not only accompany speech to emphasize the message, but also coordinate and control the interaction. However, video analysis of human behaviour is a slow and resource-consuming procedure even by trained annotators using tools such as Anvil (Kipp 2001) . There is an urgent need for more advanced tools to speed up the process by performing higher-level annotation functions automatically.
We use two Anvil plugins, a face tracker (Jongejan 2012 ) and a hand tracker (Saatmann 2014) , that automatically create annotations for head and hand movements. Objects are recognized based on visual features such as colour and texture, and Haar-liked digital image features, using OpenCV framework. Motion trajectories are estimated by calculating the mean velocity and acceleration during the time span of a set of frames (we experimented with 7 frames as more than 10 makes the algorithm insensitive for quick, short movements). Movement annotations with respect to velocity and acceleration are marked on the appropriate Anvil track, to indicate the movement and its start and stop. The interface has controls for minimum saturation threshold and for how many frames to skip (Figure 1 ). 
Comparison of human and automatic annotations
Compared with human annotation the trackers are good at detecting some movements but prone to mis-detecting other movements. Problems occurred e.g. when the hue of the hands was similar to the background colour, or if the direction of the movement is reversed quickly, so that the time span is not long enough to detect velocity up to the thresholds (short head movements). Acceleration annotation did not recognize movements if they start and stop slowly. Changing the detection threshold can improve results, but is a trade-off as it prevents small movements being detected. However, the plugins will be of great help in multimodal analysis. Using the plugins reduces the time spent on annotating these movements, which in turn results annotations in increased productivity. Here we present a more detailed analysis of the human and automatic annotations with reference to face tracking. The annotated hand and head movements are listed in Table 1 . From the collected data we used four sample videos, each about six minutes long, altogether 45 303 frames. Table 2 shows the number of elements automatically recognized using velocity and acceleration, with precision scores, i.e. manually annotated gestures correctly recognized by the automatic annotation. Figure 2 shows two examples of the annotation results on the Anvil annotation board, one where the face tracker recognized head movements appropriately, and one where the face tracker "invented" movements which the human annotator does not recognize as communicative gestures. 
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Future work
Following the work outlined in Jokinen and Scherer (2012) , we will compare the top-down linguisticpragmatic analysis of movements with the bottom-up signal-level observations. We will also use a machine-learning approach to analyse if there are any systematics with the problematic cases. We may also explore if a recognized movement can be automatically interpreted with respect to communicative intentions. In human-robot interaction, the automatic gesture recognition model can be used to study the robot's understanding of the situation and of human control gestures, cf. Han et al. (2012) .
